


Rear Radar Receiver
Protects you from every kind of radar.

Laser Defuser ®  EX 
The next best thing to invisible!

Front Radar Receiver
You see them long before they see you.

Custom Warning Display
You can see it. No one else ever will.

It Started with an Idea.
We set out to create a state-of-the-art radar and laser protection system
that would maximize your driving pleasure and minimize your need
to interact with the system. What we developed is a system that
revolutionizes every aspect of safety from speeding tickets. 

Dual Wireless Radar Receivers.
CALIBRE’s exclusive, patented design mounts separate wireless
radar receivers behind the front grill and rear bumper ~ strategically
positioned for the fastest capture of radar signals. Distinct audio
(verbal or tone) and visual alerts let you know exactly when and
where to look for police.

Datadyne Technology.™
Not satisfied with earlier capabilities, we completely redesigned our
computer-controlled superheterodyne radar receivers. Now you get a
significant increase in sensitivity and consistency to all police radar
frequencies, especially the newer DSP Ka band radar guns (the most
significant threat to motorists today).

Wireless Eliminates Cables and Big Holes.
Every other installed radar device requires drilling holes to run cables
through your firewall. But since CALIBRE uses wire-free technology,
your firewall -- and your warranty -- remain intact.

Total Radar Protection...
CALIBRE detects all FCC allocated police frequencies including X, K
and Ka Superwide. Also, VG-2 Stealth Guard™ passively and actively
conceals your system from a police VG-2 Gun (radar detector detector).

Total Laser Protection...
With an optional Laser Defuser® EX or EX2 you’ll deactivate police
laser capability by emitting a powerful infrared signal back to the 
gun at a pulse rate the gun can’t understand. It actually deactivates the
ability of the laser gun to measure speed, while you receive audio &
visual warnings that give you the precious time you need to react 
and reduce your speed.

...At the Touch of a Button.
Highway Mode: Full sensitivity and warnings to all
FCC allocated police radar bands and technology.
Advanced City Mode: Eliminates all X-band warnings
while also reducing other non-police radar signals. 

Voice Mode: Audio quality digital voice
alerts indicate the direction of the signal
and the radar band detected (e.g. “FRONT
KA BAND” or “REAR K BAND”). 
Tone Mode: Provides simple tone alerts for each
radar warning indicating whether the threat is to
the front or rear.
Volume/Mute: Adjust volume to High or Low setting,
or activate full time Mute which provides visual light
warnings only.

Easy Mute: Quickly mute any radar warning with a single
press of any of the three buttons on the OneTouch™ Remote
Control.

So Discreet, CALIBRE Looks Factory Installed.
No inconvenient, unsightly cords! CALIBRE’s tiny but effective blue
LED light points (or pods) become a vital part of your instrument panel.

Designed, Built, and Installed by Professionals.
CALIBRE Radar and Laser Protection Systems are available only
through select auto dealerships and auto electronics stores. They’re
the people who know your car, know the CALIBRE system and the
importance of proper installation.

Wireless, OneTouch™Remote Control
Only CALIBRE offers these unique one-

click technologies as standard features:
• Easy Mute™ for prolonged radar encounters 

• City/Highway Mode     
• Voice/Tone Mode

• Volume/Mute


